
INTRODUCTION

Northern Palute is a Numic language and the most northern
of the Uto-Aztecan family. It is a major language on ten res-

ervations and nine colonies in Idaho* Oregon* Nevada* and
California. It is spoken by approximately 3000-^5000 people.

All dialects from Lee Vininq in California to Fort Hall in

Idaho are mutually intelligible. The Northern Paiiite native

to Owens Valley, California speak a language often called Mono

which is distinct from the language discussed in this paper.

The Northern Paiute of this paper is specifically the dialect
spoken at the Fort McOermitt reservation in Nevada. Other
names that have been used for this language or for the speakers
of thif jlangua^e incl^ Piute*. BannocL Snake* Western-
ShoshonlTpaiatfe-Snake; arid Paviot^i6 tpii|^obo^b^-

Historically^ the^&tute people were divided among at least
nineteen bands each representing a diaJect of tte Northern
Paiute language. After settlement on reservations* many bands

found themselves split between two or mpre reservations: and

living with members of other bands and often other languages as

well. Individual reservation and colony dialects have begun to

emerge from convergefice of band dialects and divergence of lo-

cation. There is still easy intelligibility among all dialects,

but the language as spoken south of the Humboldt River in Nevada

is different in some ways from the language spoken north of it.

Allen Snapp is a native speaker of Northern Paiute. He was

born in McDermitt i« 1919 and has lived most of his life there.

He is melsponsible for the iiliomaticity\and accuracy of all

Paiute utterance in this work and for their pairing with the

free translationsi

Joy and John Anderson are native speakers of English and

have lived in McDermitt since 1968, They are responsible for

the glosses below each morpheme* for the English prose, and for

the Paiute transcriptions.

The authors owe a special debt of gratitude to Dr. Sven

Liljeblad for his inspiration and encouragement* and to Ed and

Neva Andrews for permission to use their unpublished work.
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